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A beautiful tapestry of peaceful, reflective melodies and mood-inspiring soundscapes. Allow yourself to

completely unwind to the relaxing sounds of piano, violin, cello, flute, harp, guitar, piccolo, choral

harmonies and sounds of inner peace. 8 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Ambient, NEW AGE: New Age Details:

"Deep, Peaceful Relaxation" Crystal Blue Tranquility is a delightful blend of mood-inspiring ballads and

reflective sonatas. It is a beautiful tapestry of soothing melodies and captivating soundscapes. Enjoy the

nurturing embrace of deep, peaceful relaxation. Allow yourself to completely unwind to the relaxing

sounds of piano, violin, cello, flute, harp, guitar, piccolo, choral harmonies and sounds of inner peace.

Recommended to be used in concert with any contemplative activity including: - Reiki - Massage -

Meditation - Yoga - Polarity - Relaxation - Music therapy "A Lifetime of Music" Jim Blue, virtuoso

musician, gifted composer, and accomplished Reiki master has been a musician and songwriter for

nearly 4 decades. He wrote his first song and recorded his first record when he was only 16. As a

professional musician, Jim has toured the United States as well as Japan. He continues to play

professionally and has already begun to write his next relaxation CD. "A Milestone Achievement" In the

fall of 2002, Jim was inspired to write and record a CD designed from the ground up to calm the body,

mind, and spirit. He dedicated more than a year to compose, produce, arrange, and record Crystal Blue

Tranquility. It is truly, a milestone achievement. Drawing from a lifetime of experiences, he composed this

wonderful collection of mood-inspiring melodies and soundscapes for use in concert with spiritual,

meditative, mind-exploring, relaxing, and tension-releasing activities. His peaceful, nurturing, reflective

music creates an atmosphere that coaxes you to listen, yet allows your mind and spirit to drift where they

will.
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